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for alleged land, frauds. Mounday that, it
neighbors broke into the house two loan people consumed."
FIREMEN LOSE LIFE
tHs would be done only after all state
Senator Bristow said he could not which might be used to deaden the
is accused of selling lands which he ed that she did not know where he hours later Mrs. Hornstein was dead.
IN $70,000 BLAZE.
failed.
had
means
peaceful
did not own, under an expired option was today or just when he would go The child died this afternoon in the! find language strong enough to de-- j sound of an explosion, and two suit
Grand Island. Nb., Aug. IS. Tom
White House officials intimated the from U. S.
ne
tne
tarPases.
Tn.nk
mat
j
manner
in
which
B.
to
ponce
rv.nntv
the
Cresson.
limmitnl
the
The
Catron.
T.
nniince
Senator
Fleischer . a nreman. was killed and
United States would take a deep in- lands are on the Ortiz grant near this
"However, I shall leave New Yorl.
Mrs. Hornstein this morning kissed iff bill was considered and passed on burglars had only begun operations
about $70,000 worth of property was
were
when
terest In proper protection for Wil- city.
alarmed
and
morntomorrow
at
caucus.
9:25
hastily
they
for Elmhurst
her husband several times when he in party
withdrew.
destroyed In a lire yesterday which at
liam Bayard Hale, President Wilson's
lc ft for work at his trade of tailor.
ing." she added.
'one time threatened tfl traverse the
friend. Though' Hale has no official
"Then you think your son regards Then she sent a servant
girl the PACIFIC STEAMER REPORTED
heart of the railroad section and cut
in
safe
himself
she
FIRE
STARTED
status, his presence in Mexico has S NEAR ENOUGH TO BE
DROWNED
BY
WITH
SEVERAL
LIGHTNING
LOST
Pennsylvania?"
X
c.nly person in the house besides herSix
steam- ALMOST DESTROYS DISTILLERY. a wide path through the city.
18.
asked.
was
been hotly attacked by Mexican newsThe
Wash.,
Aug.
Seattle,
SOMEWHAT SHOCKING! S
self and the child to a drug store
streams playing on the Are, however,
not
mind
am
Pacific
a
smiled
"I
California
of
of
the
State
reader,"
papers.
X
A few minutes ship
Pekin, III., Aug. 18. Fire starting brought it under control. Fleischer
for some medicine.
I approve of whattotal from
Page Apologizes.
"A leading citizen of Santa Pe, SS Mrs. Thaw, "but
heard the child Coast Steamship company, is a
lightning during a storm at 6 was the only support of a widowed
later, neighbors
Pas18.
Walter
in
The
ever
was
Hines
he
thinks
best.
Gambier
loss
escape
Bay, Stephens
London, Aug.
o'clock last night, completely destroy mother.
at a public meeting recently IS
five minutes
After
the
fcreaming.
callto
a
Alexander Archipelago, Alaska.
me, and while
surprise
Page, the American ambassador,
ed the barrel house, cistern room and
said: 'There is no
the X a complete
tries ceased. When the servant re-- sage,
Mrs. E. C. Ward, wife of the assorather
piece of work, I
ed at the foreign office this afternoon X fact, we are all disguising
SS
bonded warehouse at the plant of the yviLL ASSIST IN TEST
was
she
to
tax
unable
the
turned,
open
dodgers."
of the company, and
must say that it was exceedingly neat.
ciate
manager
and tendered to the foreign secretary, S And while that is not
Globe distillery, causing a loss esti
door. Becoming alarmed, she sum-- her
absolutely 3S I am, of course, delighted."
OF CALIFORNIA LAW.
perished.
daughter
Sir Edward Grey, the regret of the X the
fact, It comes near enough to X Harry Thaw's more than two hours' noned neighbors who forced an
D. C, Aug. 18. The
Seven members of the crew also mated at $125,000.
American government for the recent
Washington,
SS
in
X the truth to be somewhat shockThe flames were discovered
the United States will facilitate
absence from the Mattewan
a court
lost their lives.
asylum entrance.
attack made on the "British foreign
The child, unconscious, was taken
Clancy X for the criminal insane had establish"on, United S lng." Attorney General
test of the California anti-alieMiss Lillie B. Ward, daughter of bbrrel house and by the time the
law.
office by Henry Lan
"
X in address to New Mexico Bar X ed this afternoon little
arrived had spread to the cistern but the initiative must come from
beyond the to the county hospital, but its condi- the assistant general manager, was
States ambassador ti
room
had
within
association.
was
minutes
and
tion
and
It
ded
died shortly alive when picked up on a raft, but
as
fact that he had escaped and that the
(See page seven.)
twenty
some aggrieved Japanese representahopeless
The incident is n
taken in the bonded warehouse.
state of New York, in the opinion of before 2 o'clock this afte' uoon.
:.
tive.
she died from exposure.
closed.
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DEFEAT of New York continued today.
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NEIGHBORLY ADVICE
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Freely

A Special Sale
BEANS

DYER PORK
J THIS WEEK

m

THIS WEEK!

!

40.
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INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

Slates.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

S.

U

War Department.

tP

frf

Located In the beautiful Pecot
Valley. 3,700 feet above sea level,
unshlne every day. Open air
.
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physical
are
and mental development
IDEAL such 88 cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Ski

Regents

1

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

J

CONVINCED
HE FEELS

THAT AN ORGANIZED

FORT IS

BEING MADE

A WAR WITH

MEXICO-CLASSIF-

Keep Your Blood Pure and
Danger will be
Avoided.

EF-

A.

Remember
the name
tuke no other.

Doan's

C0L.JAS.W.

call- -

1913.

4ir D0NT

LOOK

YING

CONGRESSMEN- -!!.

18,

WHAT DOToU NEED?
WE VE (JOT IT

TO FORCE

AROUND

M.

DEFEATED BEVERIBGE.

RETvOL.VtrD

3

have to
waste amy time
looking arounp

you do nt

(By Gilson Uurdiier.)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 8- .- Presi
wilB0U Bay8 he la convinced that
.
.
m...nizrt ffort
tc force the I'nited States into war
with Mexico. Why should there be
p.ny such effort?
Briefly, here is the
--

All HIooiI

I)lnorler are Knwkrtl Out
,s.

l,

Come

S. S.

Strolling through the wonrls or cleurii nswer:
Wiik bruBh, picnickers. hunierB, nsnei
men look out for poison ivy. And In
Wall street's speculative
in .Mexico have no assurances Hint the meantime keep your blood puie iy
eczema, pimples or uny other
they would find protection or perpetu-- 1
oi iintlon. S. S. S. stimulates tne nne
ation at the hands o tlm
network of blood vessels in the skin to
cry party. One thing the revolution di v up and heal all sore spots.
ex-I
It
has been fought for is relief from
8. S. S. will do this positively.
osmosis,
loitation of the common people by dominates the principle of to
select
of the skin
cells
the
stimulates
foreign and domestic grafters. The thtir own nutriment from the blood,
common people want a chance to live. made pure and healing by the wondermedicinal ingredients of this faThey want the land holdings broken ful
blood purifier. It is n safe remmous
rp and want a chance to stop paying edy, as it contains no minerals, find yet
of foreign its action Is a marvel.
and tiibute to the great horde
T6u can get S. S. S. in any drusr
holders of concessions who have cap- store, but Insist upon having It. The
iialized their holdings and distributed Swift Laboratory in Atlanta. Ga., pre- purifier, and
huge profits in endless dividends on pares this famousno blood
cnance uy im.-tine- r
watered stock. Huerta stands for a you snoulU time

straight to

"WE'VE 40TJT,
AND THE PRICE
WILL BE RkJHT.
US

--

LOOKING
TIME
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR
AROUND WHEN WE'VE GOT JUST EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT?
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR TIME LOOKING FOR
ANY BETTER PRICES WHEN WE'VE GOT THE PRICE THAT YOU
AROUND OUR
WANT? WE WON'T WASTE ANY TIME LOOKING
STORE FOR WHAT YOU WANT. WE HAVE A SPLENDID STOCK OF
HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR AND WE CAN
WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY, AND WILL BE PLEASED TO SHOW YOU
JUST WHAT WE HAVE WHETHER YOU BUY OR NOT.

DAVIS HARDWARE

COMPANY.

WOOD -anvone to recommend a substi
He has tute. And If your blood condition is
PHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
like to consult a PHONE 14.
promised to pay all American and for Much that yo would
Medical
the
address
freely,
Wall street 'pecialist
t ign claims if recoguized.
nept.. The Swift Specific Company, 186
'favors recognition of the Huerta gov Swift
BldB Atlanta, Oa.
of a ernment, or, as an alternative, armed
Detroit, Aug. IS. Explosion
information
gas tank in the soda water stand of intervention by the United States. Wilson. He has sought
This alternative is the choice of our 'first hand, he says, to obtain material
D. L. Robbins druggist, H02 Third avenue, nearly caused the death of Mr. speculative interests to avoid success for a series of Sunday night sermons
Armed interven- - o be given next winter,
Robbins and Frank Smith, 14 years lor the revolution.
The minister's Sunday night slum-caold, who was behind the counter with tion would presumably secure Ameri-- ;
Robbins.
investors in the possession ot'.ming trips have been taken after
Robbins suffered a broken arm and tl.eir properties and insure stability j'.hurch services, and he says he was
who
for exseveral deep gashes on the wrist and and further opportunities
ccompanied by a companion
young Smith sustained a slash across p'.oitation in coming years. Against will confirm his charges, in the
the throat when the tank expanded
liquor, he
plan the administration has firmly loons where he bought
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHtransferred It to a pocket flask while
from the explosion. The injuries of set its face.
both man and boy were dressed by Dr.
jthe bartender's back was turned. He
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporlias a quantity of the liquor on exhi- U C. Newton, who was in the store
;
At a cost of $lo, M,0
tant part. The grandfather would
at the time of the accident.
J
with William Aldeu
the
of
senate,
tee
Robbins had the gas turned into
be amazed at the radiance of the modas chairman, nine
the tank some time prior to the ex- Smith, of Michigan,
on the sub
collected
data
LIFTED
months
SKIRT
ago
ern home and why all thla light? To
plosion. He was tinkering with the
Now
fountain apparatus at the time of the i. nt of the Mexican revolution,
REVOLVER
SHOWS
make the home more homelike to make
Smith complains that he has not
e plosion, the boy Smith at his sidejuuu
ueen
iue
Huuiimouaiii"i
tanen
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
looking on,
Uniontown, Pa., Aug. 18 Holding
and threatens to maki.
Without any rumbling sound or oth- confidence
for father, mother and children. Good light
in this nine her dress a little too high to avoid the
er warning, the tank suddenly explod- public what he learned
Mat-- i
street
as
she
Main
water
crossed
months-olinvestigation.
ed, striking Robbins on the right arm,
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
tie Pearce was arrested when she re-- j
breaking the arm at the shoulder and
revol
a
beautiful
vealed
desired.
Mr. Mulhall and his boss, ,T. C
inflicting the gashes across his wrist
in a holster fastened around her
At the same time the expanding tank Emery, of the National Association ofj jer
ai ne Knee.
caugh t 'young Smith under the chin. Manufacturers, are doing a public
She was taken to the police station,
causine an nelv but not serious vice in definitely classifying certain where she
explained that there were
congressmen,
wound. However, had the boy jump-- ! Public men. Certain
some "bad men" in Uniontown, and
of
roll
on
were
Emery's
ed, it is likely he would have bepa for instance,
she wasn't taking any chances
honor. Members who "had the cour- - them.
killed.
the
anti
injuncvote
to
against
age
T
I)r. Newton gave both immediate at- m
She had forgotten for a moment
U '
w
blUa"d, h.
tention, and they were taken upstairs!""1'
M we e about the masked battery when she
A'
o
K
hands
over the store into the Robbins home, rov' l
!gave her skirt an extra hike. When
..
the following:
'placed in the women's department at
roikl1,!
v..uc.,
the lockup she sent for several of her
iiepresemauv
IS QUITE SO
BADLY BURNED
New
York;
of
Malby, Payne, Driscoll,
one Qf whQm posted
Me
fQr
as to touch the button and
ALCOHOL FUMES Butler. Dalzell, Lafean, McCleary, - , ..ipflsp
Jlnnn. Moore of Pennsylvania; tanis ready to cook your
McKinney,
Detroit Aug. IS. As a result of fol-- , non ' McKenzie, McKinley,
n.
PLUNGES
minois:
AUTO
slo,.,,nir
'
iron ready to use, your toasted
"'
lowing the advice of a neighbor, who
01
Uo"Bl
UTROOM
INTO
CLUB
said that inhaling the fumes of burn-for
of
the hurried breakfast, your vacuready
ine oli'nhnl wmh n hupp mirp fnr intfti1. Korduey of .Michigan; Gardner,
cleaner
um
ready for the fray, your washer
nal disorders, .Mrs. John Natasuwoski,
Chester, Pa., Aug. 18. While thi
fan ready to cool the heatto
vuiira ntH Mt Tu'onM'.oortnnH etrrtof Massachusetts; Nye, of Minnesota; dining room of the Chester club, an
cleanse,
ready
lies in (Jrac'e'liosnital' hoverinsr he-- Stephens, of California; Henry Hig organization composed of leading busied rooms. Electricity will do every thing
tween life and death with her body a Sins, mn of Connecticut.
ness and professional men of the city
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
mass of burns.
was filled with members and their
Senator Lane, of Oregon, whe has wives, a
and night' Estimates and full infora
day
afternoon
she
by
placed
Tuesday
to make more cheap two men large touring car, occupied
bill
a
introduced
in
bolted
and two women,
a basin, touchmation cheeerfully given.
quantity of alcohol
o: deed a match to the liquid and bent over and simple the manufictuie
the front door and landed in
farm through
'hat
estimates
natured
alcohol,
the middle of the room
the basin to inhale the fumes. She
bent too close and flames from the al- products to the value of JlOO.OOO.O'Hl
The first floor of the clubhouse is
would
bill
His
cohol set Are to her flimsy garments. go to waste every year.
on a level with the street, making the
w
sto
enable farmers to convert this
In a moment all her clothes were
entrance of the automobile very
Her screams attracted neigh- into alcohol.
early. Carrol E. Dickenson, vice president of the club, was among the din
bors, who found the woman running
will
it
made
is
record
up
When the
around the kitchen a pillar of flame.
ers, and endeavored to ascertain tne
Jbe found that the National Associ- names of the people in the car. The
Seizing rugs, the neighbors rolled
was responsi- chauffeur
quickly backed the machine
her in them until the flames were ex ation of Manufacturers
" out into the street and drove away, the
101
cle
and
the
tinguished
Moaning.
wailing
.
.
a
c" in h woman was carried
to a bedroom, j
..for .u ... automobile apparently having escaped
u, serious damage.
to
senate,
the
tion
aeveriuge
47
where Or. Clarence E. Watson,
Thirty-firs- t
street, found her in con-- a narrow margin, and the places
xr
vulsions of agony. She was taken to where tne vote was pivoiai
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
um
m
useu
Grace hospital,
where
attendants v here .lames E. watson
BRAND.
IK
said Tuesday evening sne was not ex- fluence. Watson has Teen snown up
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
Ladloal Ask your Druutnt for
l hicbeA-tr'Diamond Brand
as the tool of N. A. M., in their pay,
pected to live.
I'llln in Ked and ttold metallicN
ciuti tt in pi mmpDnrr n h uin rftiidn HMD
i.nd spending huge sums gathered by
Doxea, sealed wttn lilue Kiblxm.
I BKn nn other.
or
ronr
But
AskforCiri.CinCft.TEB9
that organization from manufacturing
lmel't.
SLASHED SKIRT
mi:mnif it k ! it i'i i.j,n, for a
interests opposed to child labor legisyears known as Best, Sliest, Always RclianI
SOLP RV r'PllfifilSTS EVFRYWHESf.
SIVIMMINGAID lation and other laws such as Beveridge favored in the senate.
SODA WATER TANK
BURSTS. INJURES
MAN AND BOY

i

continuation of this system.

.

-

:

o For particulars and Illustrated
gne, address,

1

Poison Ivy

When one has suffered tortures
fiom a bud back and found relief from
the aches and pains, that person's advice is of untold value to friends and
The following neighborly
neighbors.
advice comes from a Santa Fe resident.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., Santa Fe, New Mex., says:
"One of my relatives was in a very
critican condition with dropsy and
kidney trouble. She was attended by
two or three doctors and they said she
couldn't be cured. Furthermore, they
Maid she would not live more than a
n.ontn or so. uoan s iviuney rms
brought to her notice and she began
takine them. Four boxes cured her. t
have used Doan's Kidney Pills for
backache that clung to me for quite
f while.
One box rid me of the trouble.
Since then, when a cold has settled on
n y kidneys and caused a slight attack
of backache, Doan's Kidney Pills
have never failed to bring me around
in good shape. I have given a public
statement before, telling how good
I'oan'a Pills are and I am pleased K
recommend them again."
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur-

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

PRESIDENT WILSON Look Out For

Fe Citizen.

we.i(nt

R GROCERY GO
IPIHIOiNVE

Given by a Santa

AUGUST

sa-th-

LI GHT
IN

asub-commlt--

,

ft

WILLSON, Supt.

;

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

wifti

oal

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

pearl-handle-

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

POWER

,ai0rt

-

j

1

By

NOTHING

Denver &

Rio

Grande R.R.

ROUND TRIP

'

:TO
Pueblo

.

.

.

$16.35
18.15

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

St. Louis

Denver, . . . 21.10
Salt Lake City) 40.00
t

Chicago.
Detroit .
Buffalo .

51.85

New York

Ogden,

St. Paul

On

.

.

.

$47.35
51.85
62.85
.
. . 66.45
City 78.85
.
.

.

.
.

Sale June 1st to September 30th.

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

mi

ANNUAL

MEXICO STATE FAIR
111,

Albuquerque, N.
OCTOBER

M,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11,

1913.

IIIMIIIIIMIIKIIt

Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.
IMMMIIIIIMMM"

ADDRESS

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,1
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

ST FARES

MM

.

1

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.

THIRTY-THIR- D

v,,,r

'

'.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
Col'do SDriturs

-

"

CHICHESTER S PILLS

I
I

e

yy

IS

New Rocheile, N. Y., Aug. 18. A
pretty young woman about 20 years
old who wore a thin lavender silk hobble dress with the skirt slit nearly
to the knee, lavender silk stockings
white kid pumps and a large white
lace hat and who said she was Miss
Loretta Mandeville of New York,
saved hereelf from drowning oft Ixmg
Island sound near Davenport neck
when the canoe up set in which she
was paddling.
The youth who was with her had
'difficulty in keeping afloat until help
came.
The girl, finding she could not swim
in her hobble effect, reached down
and tore her skirt from the slit up
to the waist ad pulling her petticoat
up struck out for (Jen island refusing
the offer of the crew of a launch that
rescued the young man.

East
Best fewiMiwajflj ' or
' West

The

On the industrial commission nominated by President Taft for inquiry
into troubles between
capital and
labor, Senator George Sutherland, of

Utah and Fred C. Schwedtman were?
chosen following their recommendation to Taft by the National AssociaThis confirms
tion of Manufacturers.
the charge that Taft conspired with
f pecial interests to pack this body.
Among others endorsed by the N.
A. of M. were Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia University,
and J. Laurence Laughlin, of the Chicago University, lately hired by the
Aldrich lobby to work for banker'3
legislation.

HE BOUGHT DRINKS
FOR EVIDENCE

Pa... Aue. 18. Declaring
Scranton.
HOW'S THIS?
Re- Scranton to be "wide open" and its
We Offer One Hundred Dollar
ward for any Case vf Catarrh That methods of handling vine the "loosest
Cannot be Cured by Hall' Catarrh he has ever seen," Dr. George Wood
Anderson, pastor of the Elm Park
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O. Methodist Church, caused a sensation
We, the undersigned, have known F. with a statement that be has visited
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and several saloons on Sunday nights in
believe him perfectly honorable In all the past few weeks and bought liquor.
On one of these visits made a week
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made ago last night, says the minister, he
had the companionship of a police
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, officer in full uniform.
"Of course, he didn't know I was a
Toledo, O.
I
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter- Dreacher." said Doctor Anderson.
nally, acting directly upon the blood guess he thought I was a Btranger in
and mucous surfaces of the system. town."
Testimonials sent Iree. Price 75 cents
Doctor Anderson denies that hls
statement was inspired by the threat-per bottle. Sold by aJl Druggists.
Take Hall's Famijv Pills for const!- - lened vice crusade of Detective Robert!
1

Now for a

Little SunshineJ
Lots of gloom In the day's paper news of accidents, fires,
failures disaster.
But there is sunshine too.
Turn to the advertising columns
in today's

SANTA

FE

NEW

and see the great
constructive work being done
by live business men.
Every line in the advertising
is good sunshiny news news
of energy, virility, helpfulness.
Every line of the advertising
in today's SANTA FE NEW
MEXICAN is a message written
directly to some reader. It is a
pleasant message designed to
save trouble, time
perhaps
MEXICAN

money.
There's

-- T-

reading

JA

I

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
Agt., N. M. C. R. R, SANTA FE,
Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P.
Dr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hack and Baggage Transfer.
of

profit in

All

It.

Perhaps personal profit in finding for you just what you want
when you want it; certainly

profit in showing you how live
are the business
and
men of this town.
Read the advertising in today's SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Bask In a litt'e of the day's
bright business sunshine get
the sunshine habit. It pays.

104 DON GASPER

Telephone 9 W

ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAi DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Next

Door

Day or Nif ht Phone, I W
Postofflce.
to

Main.

MONDAY,

AUGUST

18,

1913.

SANTA

U
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WHAT IS A VACATION,

ANYWAY

!

.

.

?IB,B8J&

'

tOF ALL

TM

LONESOME

PUNK

5
-

IN THE MIMBRES

- '

-

SPOTS THIS
THE PRIZE. (
NEVErt

A

msm Tsr'sm,&M 13

WEBSTER'S
NEW

,

INTERNATIONAL

M., Aug.
IS. All p
Iteming,
Irons in lieuiing of the Mountain
Males Telephone & Telegraph com-inreceived a postcard Friday after-- i THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
noon containing the following
The Only New unabridged dic"At 7 o'clock a. in., August 17,
tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
you will kindly begin using your new
f
of an authoritative library.
telephone." The company lias install
Covers every field of knowled a complete new telephone system
"
edge. An Encyclopedia ia a
in l.ieming with very little inconvensingle book.
ieuce to itis patrons. The wires in
the business section have all been re-- j The Only Dictionary with the
New Vivitlvd 1'uge.
placed by under ground cables, so that
2700 Pages,
400,000 Words.
when the new system is in use, all the
Cost nearly
Illustrations.
6000
poles ami wires of the old system wilt!
a million dollars.
half
I
be taken away to the great, enhanceLet us tell you about thi.j most
ti'clit ol the appearance of the town.
remarkable single volume.
Iteming has been made the district y?';y"VVL'
W nto for sample
headquarters for a number of counties
ViSVMFZ
w
." full ruin
ib southern New .Mexico and in south-- j
ticularo, etc.
ern Arizona, and an elegant new ex-- j
Possessing this confidence, we have never
change, building has been erected.
tried to produce a cheap wagon. We could, but
The company has been working 75
we don't dare try the experiment. Our constant
men here ever since last spring. The
aim has been to produce the best wagon.
Doming chamber of commerce was in- strtnuental In inducing the company
And in living up to thi3 highest standard, we have
to make
these improvements
and
won and hold
the confidence and good-wi- ll
of
move the district headquarters from
hundreds of thousands of farmers all over the world.
I. as t'ruces ho"o.
The new system
Studebaker wagons are built to last, to do a day's
which will be in use from Sunday
work every day, to stand up under stress and strain
. &C. MerriainCo.
as the
morning next is as
and to make the name Studebaker stand for all
IsVLXrfOfcSTtlprl
Sstem of any city in the world.
that is best in vehicles.
The pumping plants and one
acres In splendid crops are the
Don't accept any other wagon represented to be
net results of the labors of W. E. Holt
just as good as a Studebaker. The substitute may be
since he sold out the Iteming Graphic
cheaper, but it isn't up to Studebaker standards, and
a. few months ago,
resigning the edi-- t
you can't afford to buy it.
tonal chair to C. 10. Ely. Mr. Holt
For business or pleasure, there is a Studebaker vehicle
suited to your requirements. Farm wagons, trucks, business wagons,
began immediately the improvement
oi a choice tract of MO acres just
surreys, buggies, runabouts, pony carriages each the best of its
kind. Harness also of the same high Studebaker standard.
south of town and he has made good
the enthusiastic boosting that he used
See our Dealer or write us.
to do as editor of the Graphic. He
STUDEBAKER
South Bend. lnd.
has fifty odd acres of beans that can-ro- t
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
DALLAS
DENVER
MINNEAPOLIS
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
be excelled in the valley, twenty
PORTLAND,
ORE.
'
(
acres of fine maize and cane, nnd
!
'.9
N
seven acres of garden truck. Two
a
good farmers were imported from
to farm a portion of this place,
South African
rain in states in which the crops were
viz., E. E. Marr and W. F. Griffith. The
rest is rented to J. D. Vawter, also
suffering from drought, were largely
j from the
responsible for the better tone in the
Pecos valley, and J. F.
(
Advances in the grangers were sur- stock market during the morning.
The
Whemhoemer, from Oklahoma.
"
v.ell on the western edge of the town
rendered before the profit taking sales Train and cotton prices dropped the
A portable "refrigerating
were completed. Traders let go their quotations for stocks automatically came too plentiful, were resumed. The A TRIBUTE TO A
day's journey at his own expense in is equipped with a Simple Oil engine
plant" water always cool
in
moved higher and improvement
Estiin
stocks when corn rallied 1
the aun or (hade, every
order to conduct lay services in his and a No. 5 Gould pump, and the other
early gains were well held throughout
.
one guaranteed.
FE
.,
SANTA
CITIZEN
mates by a reliable authority of a crop prospects had a good effect on rue
h.-Hunt- is
well
with
20
a
equipped
in-;
some
home
in
missioin, afterwards the Parish
morning trading and
further considerable shrinkage in the commission house business and for
A sanitary and durable article;
4
No.
and
a
American
Uy
engine
stances were Increased. Wells Kargo
of the Holy Kaith. In thirly four vears
will keep water cool for forty-eigprobable yield encouraged some bear eign orders also came in more freely,
(Prom The Chuohnian.)
pump. Each of these wells delivers
the doors of the church at Santi Fc--I 500
houra; ia compact and
selling, but specialties were well main- following up the rise of American Express slumped nearly ten points to
a
head
minute
gallons
per
The
Hon.
against
I,.
Bradford
chanPrince,
have never been closed on Sundav T of about
very eaaily carried; made in
tained, particularly steel and the cop- stocks In London.
90, a new low record.
fuel
and
and
the
sixty
feet,
various sizea; is used and encellor of the missionary district of it was possible for the governor to
Pool operations, which were abanpers.
Bonds were firm.
dorsed by all whose duties
lubricating expense amounts to 22
18
New York, Aug.
of doned when the supply of stocks be- New .Mexico, who will represent that reach the church. His long years of cents
Reports
take
them in warm climates.
hour
As soon as speculators began to
A
for both plants.
per
service to the church in Triennial con- thousand
Is used by the U.S. Gov't emgallons per minute for 22
show disinclination to follow up the district at. the Triennial convention in vention is a
reflection of the spi'it of const
ployes. Every bag guaranteed.
per hour is considered in this
Send for our latest pamphlet.
rise, short selling became effective October, is the senior lay deputy In active interest and devout service in
this
and
consecutive
water,
valley
fairly
cheap
JUDGE, WHOM WOMEN ELECTED, SETS A NEW and prices eased off fractionally. since JS77. service, having serw!
e,. in. inosi .mmue inauer oi inter- FOR SALE BY ALL
watpr ,H
Governor Prince is one of
m.jnly tQ ,ne fac(.
to the district. Bishop Kendrick chep
est
The market closed firm. Buying re- those
DEALERS EVERYWHERE
hat ,he Mlmbre8 valley Farmers as- loyal sons or the church who ditl cuen
said ot nis own long episcopa e.
vived in a spasmodic
STANDARD OF POLICE COURT JUSTICE.
but not rest on his laurels
fashion,
sedation, of which llr. Holt Is secrewon
Madr hy
'back
have done in New tary is solllnii an excellent crade ot
aside from the rapid rise in a few east," when he crossed the Raton "What would
Adam Appell Water Bag C.
.
Among other liHtil t
I1HP
selected stocks, prices did not recover I ass into New Mexico. The governor Mexico without Prince
BHnn.
WOMEN PUT HIM ON THE BENCH IN SAN FRANCISCO BECAUSE
Portland, Oregon
great, services, the governor was the Mr. Holt is about
to begin inready
"THEY LIKED HIS FACE," AND HE HAS SHATTERED ALL TRADI--"- I to their earlier high level. Chesa- came into New Mexico as chief ju
J
of
American
the
Church
originator
peake and Ohio, on which dividend ac- tice of the territory in 1ST9, after he
stalling a silo to take care of the enAM ONLY TRYING TO BE FAIR
TION8 OF THE POLICE COURT
Fund.
He
devoted
of
Building
years
tion is expected shortly, rose briskly had declined the
silage which will be. produced on the
TO ALL," HIS ANSWER.
of
governorship
to 57
and the oil stocks also climb- Idaho. He has served the district U3 service in the interest of that help farm, mostly maize and kaffir corn, Mr. Spalding does not erroneously at
ful
friend of the mission field, until
ed smartly.
lie expects to purchase a number of tribute to them the wide circulation
since IS7H, often making a it was
thoroughly established.
cows soon, und several hundred of this
story, in the sporting press ot
He has built three very
chickens.
the nation.
comfortable rent houses on this farm.
Mrs. A. D. llyder, 42 years of age.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
died at her home in Iteming at 4
o'clock Friday afternoon, and was
buried Sunday at
p. m. from the
De Vargas.
TO
Kawson undertaking parlors. She has
John G. Worth, Kio Arriba.
resided here for IS months, having
E. B. Cornell, Alamosa.
By G ERTIU'DE M. PRICK.
or Sulzer and Mayor Gavnor ;is hon- - in me
ci me here from West Plains, Mo. She
C. F. Kinrich, San Pedro.
nana.
worK
in
believe
The children of the Tinted States
They
Horace Harper, City.
these mornings of pleasure and profit leaves two sons, Hugh and James, and
are to have their own "movie"' thea- orary presidents.
a.
married daughter, Grady Holmes, of
The purposes of the league are to may be made jolly, sort of nursery- H. C. Hovey, Detroit. Mich.
ters!
Sam Kldodt, Chamita.
especially suited to c'ay occasions In which many children Plains, Texas, besides her husband, A.
This is the plan of two New York give programs
in theaters, auditoriums and of busy mothers may he taken care H. Hyder.
Jack Scales, Milwaukee.
women who believe that there is no children
D. H. Holes, Denver.
motion picture theaters every Satur- of in a beneficial and pleasant way. i
The Iteming chamber of commerce;
in the
greater educational medium
9 to 1 o'clock and
Dr. C. S. Skaggs, St. Louis.
from
The
day
morning
has
car
is
made
to
a
be
for
a
organization
pilot
arrangements
practical
world, if rightly used, than the movW. S. Peel, Alamosa.
every weekday morning during public mothers' helper and a first aid to chll to meet J. O. Westgard at I.ordsburg
ing picture.
E. F. Cranz, New York.
and conduct him here: Mr. Westgard
These advocates of visual instructV. J. Linwood, Katon.
is; logging a
transcontinental route,
ion, by the screen route, propose then
S. K. Ingham and family, City.
v hich will
include the Borderland
mere shall, he establisned a chain of
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Mills, Denver.
thirty-threchildren's 'movie"
thea- highway.
W. E. Harper, Jr., Oklahoma City,
Lillian Larson and Pansy Young
jters throughout the country!
W. T. Thornton, City.
Who are these two who have under- h ft Friday for Wichita, Kan., where
IT. J. Mendenhall, Artesia.
taken such a big scheme?
will
visit
will
relatives. They
they
go
S. S. Ward, Artesia.
Laura Cogswell,
They are Mrs.
from there to New York, stopping a
lien F. Thorpe, Los Angeles.
founder and president of the
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Nichols,
day at Niagara Falls, thence to Porto
Motion Picture league, who is
Kicn, where both young ladies have
called the "mother of the movies," and
secured positions in the schools of
Mrs. P. Mi lTugh, Denver.
Mrs. Frank H. Dean, whose interest
tl at island.
Miss
Betty Nichols and nurse, Carls-- j
in the welfare of Brooklyn
children
The current issue of the Sporting bad.
has won her the title of "Fairy
Robert Tlenrick. Carlsbad,
World contains the following note:'
('apt. Fred Fornoff, City.
A. G. Spalding says the reports print-F. S. Jennings, San Diego.
ed that he has under way a school
for baseball players after the idea ad i Mrs. Jennings. San Diego.
Lolla West, San Diego.
vanced by Charley Carr, are untrue,
J. F. Dugan, Chicago.
H says the reports have caused him
11. A. Goldsmith, East Las Vegas.
considerable annoyance. He has been
Miss A. B. Skinner, St. Louis.
so flooded with applications of old-- j
Geo. F. Albright, Albuquerque.
(
footfine ball players, broken backed
F. A. Tucker, French, N. M.
JUDGE WILEY F. CRIST.
tall artists, spavined sprinters, etc.,
Chas. Proebstel, Estaneia.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 18 Sev- of justice grows out of their treatthat he can't find time to attend to
W. G. Shult and wife, Roswell.
eral months ago the women of San ment in these courts. And I want to
the business in hand, which is the de-W. E. Lawrence, Roswell.
Francisco initiated and carried to a keep faith with them, and adhere
a
velopment of large tract of land he
Aniado Chaves, Albuquerque.
successful conclusion a recall cam. strictly to my idea of fairness. I be
has near Deniing, as a health resort
L. I). Brown, Albuquerque.
Mr. Spaldand farming community.
paign against Police Judge Chas. Wei-ler- . lieve that the good that can be acMontezuma.
In his place they elected Wiley complished here cannot be
l
ing is laying out the new town known
Sam Soay, Amarillo, Texas.
F. Crist, a young lawyer, because, as mated. The people come here with
as 'Spalding', and the fact that he had
R.
Milwaukee.
j
the women expressed it, "they liked all their pitiful wrongs the mother
li structed the architects
and engi- Robb Frink,
Barker, Chicago.
his face."
with no bread for her children; the
neers to make ample provision for
Clyde Barth, Frisco.
athletic fields seems to have given a
Judge Crist has been on the bench workingman whose rights have been
R. O. Boyle, City.
three months and has succeeded in infringed. They seem petty and even
to
the
idea
he
start
meant 'base
that
O. L. Owen, City.
"
ball school.
shattering many of the "sacred" tra- laughable stories often. But they are
R. E. Haer. Albuquerque.
1
ditions of police court justice, and in- real crises in these lives, therefore,
It is noted with some satisfaction by
Aurora B. Lnoero, Iis Vegas.
the local publicity men in Deming that
cidentally made good with the people must play fair.
Rachel Livingston, Kentucky.
who put him ia office.
W. L. Kegel. City.
"Women are helping in these courts
"I have been blamed," remarked today. All of the judges will tell you
Frank McKane. Citv.
CONTAINS
NO OPIATES
J. A. Farrell, City.
Judge Crist, "for refusing to sgin war- that. I do not mean the women who
Mamma says -rants in court. I have been charged attempt to dictate. I mean the settleA. p. Hall, Chicago.
Its sale for
W. J. Steele, Albuquerque.
with clogging the calendars, but
ment workers and probation officers
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
have refused only on the grounds of who are protecting girls and women
Mrs. Owen, Valley Ranch.
common justice. I want to know the who not many years ago were helpMrs. Boyle, Valley Ranch.
merits of the case before fixing bail. ' less in the machinery of the law.
Mrs. Wainscott, Valley Ranch.
It was just this practice of setting a These women find homes; they ward
Theo. Chacon, Albuquerque.
of off merciless lawyers;
low bail, especially in the ease
they bring
R. Hanbaugh, Louisville.
men charged with offenses against back wayward girls. I do not believe
'
H. O. Driscol, Albuqueroue.
young girls, that cost Judge Urist'i this is a passing phase. It indicates
La
Salle.
his
an aroused conscience in both women
job.
predecessor
Roman Lobato, Taos.
MRS. LAURA C OGSWELL AT RIGHT, AND MRS. FRANK H. DBA X.
"I have also been reproached
for and men.
Leo Agress, New York.
not seeing lawyers in private before
"I believe that a new idea of Jus"t.od sent the motion picture for an school vacations.
F. Olsen
dren's happiness!
trying the case in which they ore In- tice is dawning, a new social con- animated
"
The films are to be educational as
says Mrs. CogsHarry Gills, New York.
State and city officials, lawyers,
terested," continues Judge Crist. "1 science that must necessarily make well. In this belief she
!.
has worked well as entertaining, illustrating hisS. Thompson, Las Vegas.
refuse to be prejudiced in advance. It for a new kind of Judge the kind of out a scheme which she believes
will tory, geography, commerce, plant and philanthropists, charity and settleBob Harvey, Philidelphia.
the
of
not
intention
be
that
attorneys judge
stoops down and listens, make the "movie" a moral and physi-year- s animal life, etc., to stimulate the vir- ment workers are all showing their inriay
M. C. Baca, Bernalillo.
to do so, but I want to hear both sides not to the attorneys at the side door.
of age.
terest and offering
M. J. Pittis, Albuquerque..
tues of patriotism, honesty,
loyalty,
of a case in court, not one side before- but to the people out in front.
cal aid to children from six to sixteen humaneness, etc.
The first of the children's theaters
hand in private.
"Whenever 1 see a new face among
She has organized the Children's
Above all, there is not to be any- is to be a big building in New York
Work for the New Mexican. It ut
"The police courts are the courts the attorneys in court, I feel new hope Motion Picture League of Greater New thing to sadden the children!
containing four auditoriums and seatfor you, for Santa Fe ant)
working
of the people. The public's whole idea
old
order is changing."
for the
I York, with President Wilson, Govern- - Both women are deeply interested ing 5,000 people.
CAPITAL PHARMACY.
tho new state.
j
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Studebaker seeks to keep
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TWO WOMEN PLAN STRING OF CHILDREN'S
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NEW MEXICAN

MONDAY,

Aiusmith; Willett and Stanage.
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
Reports of games received too late
for publication
in Saturday's New
Mexican:

BASEBALL.
Standing of the Clubs.
National

BASEBALL

WHOM

MEN

RICH.

MADE

HAS

BUT WHO HAS MADE $150,000
HIGHEST
IS THE
NSHIPS AND

FRANK CHANCE WHOSE FATHER WANTED HIM TO BE A BANKER,
AND TWO WORLD'S CHAMPIO
IN BASEBALL, WON FOUR LEAGUE
SALARIED MAN IN THE GAME.

Expert definition of Hie word "amateur" can be had from Frank Leroy

Chance, who is piloting the New York
American
league club over rougH

ANSON'S SALARY
WAS ONLY $2,700

League.
Won

Club
New York
Philadelphia
Chicago

Ist

Pet.

. 33
G4
39
GO
51
51
57
..47 58
61
45
09
42
43
71
75

man- - Pittsburg
Chicaco. Aner 111. Baseball
neers and nlavers of a Quarter of K Brooklyn
Boston
century ago received salaries that ap St. Louis
pear ridiculous as compared wim mi Cincinnati
fiihiilnua Rums which those of toda
are said to receive, according to in
American League
formation brought to light by a ioca;
Won LORt
Club
r
writer.
37
73
Philadelphia
to
said
is
41
Capt Adrian C. Anson
69
Cleveland
have received the "princely" sum of Washington-- !
CI49
$2,700 for managing the Chicago Whitv Chicago JV'..V..M,...60
Stockings in LSSS, the year after h. piston ..'.:,;;.
had finished the season with a bat- IMroIt ....'."...T.
G5
4S
And of this f'l. Louis
ting average of .421.
72
45
'services
his
amout $700 represented
69
37
New York
as acting captain and manager of the
team, the major portion being h's
American Associati on,
salary as a player. H. E. Smith of
Won Lost
Hub
this city claims to possess the cm-tra- Mwaukee
7"!
49
Smith n.lsn tins the contracts Columbus
H9
54
Edward
and
X.
Fred Pfeffer
signed by
54
07
Lciisvillo
consented
N. Williamson, when they
55
(57
M:meapolls
to play in the Brotherhood League in Toledo
55
67
1889. These two plnvers were talk Kansas
G8
, .."4
City
ed of at that time as the greyest in St. Paul
69
55
!the game. The Chicago clun paid Wi- Indianapolis
45
lliamson $3,000, while Pfeffer, one o'
'the greatest of all second basemen,
Western League.
only $2,000 and the score care!
Club
Won Ixist
privilege.
43
Denver
;....76
A larger salary than any of these Pes Moines
50
67
old time stars was paid to Charles Lincoln
56
61
58
60
Comiskey, present owner of the
;St Joseph
White Sox when he jumped to Omaha
62
58
the Brotherhood League. His con iTopeka
63
53
tract called for $7,000 in 1S90. Comis-kp- 'Sioux City
51
66
was then reearded as t'je dean Wichita
73
46
of fielding of first baseman although
as
he was not regarded as good at Dai
Anson.

.694
.622
.541
. 528
,4S8
American
.424
At Indianapolis
.379
.377 Milwaukee

Pet.

Rnni-tius-

trails.

.Chance at one time caught for an
"amateur" team in California at a salary of $125 a month, which disposes of
tlie amateur thing.
Chance's father was Williaim HarNavey Chance, president of the First
tional bank of Fresno, Calif., and his
pmbition was that his boh follow his
in
footsteps, and if he had been alive
be3S!S when Frank was deciding
the
and banking,
tween baseball
chances are that Frank Farrell would
not now be paying the "Peerless
Leader" $25,000 a year to make a regular team out of the misfit Highland-

4

i,.M

rt

ers.
Chance was born September 9,
1S77, at Fresno. He attended the public schools and belonging to a "kid"
nine, of which he played any old position and was the star hitter.
hi HSiNi he played with a semi-prteam which did not pay expenses, and
the next year found hiin baCk at colSunlege, but he played Saturdays and
days' with an "amateur" team for $125
a month. Chance batted .479 with this
club and was signed by Jim Hart,
owner of the Chicago National league
club, for $1200 a year. He joined the
team in 1SUS and made good, despite
bis greenness. In 1U03 Manager Selee
transferred Chance to first to get the
benefit-ohis hitting, and in lilOa,
v.hen Selee quit. Chance was made

J

c.hi-eig- a

.G64

.611

,.555
.522
.491
.425
.385
.349

f

iranager.

Washington,

Chance found the makings of a
good team. He made it great with a
Cub
few trades, and the marvelous
machine resulted, winning pennants
in 1906, 1907, 190S and 1910 and
world's series in 1907 and 1908.
When C. W. Murphy became president of the Cubs, Chance secured a
tenth interest on the same terms. In
190C the club paid for itself and
Chance owned the stock clear.
As manager of the Cubs, Chance received $10,000 a year. After his "release" to'Cincinnati he retired to his
orange grove, determined to quit the
game, but $25,000 a year, plus the
hypnotism exerted by the American
league heads, caused him to change
li is mind.

Aug

18-T-

Hughes,

om

the veteran pitcher of the Washington Senators, throws some Interesting
sidelights on Walter Johnson's ability
as moundman. Tom tells the follow-

' HUSK" CHANCE

BOUT WITH
RITCHIE CALLED OFF.
Vancouver, Aug. 18. Owing to an
injury to his right hand which Freddie Welsh received while training, It
was announced last night that his
tout scheduled for Labor day with

WELSH'S

Willie Ritchie for the lightweight
championship of the world, had been

AS

ing about the mighty Swede, who received a loving cup and several hundred dollars in new crisp ten dollar
bills recently from the fans of Washington for his great pitching.
"Johnson has so much smoke he actually wears out three catchers' mitts
a season," says' Hughes.
There's a point which needs Hup
study to grasp.
You don't have to pity the gloves,
for there are plenty more where those
three came from. But how about
Catcher Ainsmith, the man who has
to stand up there behind the plate
and catch the cannon balls!
How his hands must sting each
spring until he succeeds in breaking
them In!
According to Hughes there is a man
his
in Hartford, Conn., who makes
living computing the speed of projectiles. As he works for the ordnance
bureau of the government he must
know what he's talking about. This
man has estimated that Johnson's fast
ball travels at the rate of 126 feet a
second. Which certainly is going
some.

VIEWED BY MON RANDALL.

NEW POLO TEAM TO CHALLENGE.
London, Aug. 14. Lord Ashby St.
Ledgers is organizing a polo team
vhich will attempt to recover the in;
ternational cup, held . now by , th?
United States, in 1914. He is arranging with the Hurlingham club to issue
a challenge to the American Polo

The promotindefinitely postponed.
Record.
New Hammer-Throers of the bout announced that they
making an effort to substitute
New York, Aug. 18. Patrick Ryan
J.each Cross or "Harlem Tommy" of the
Athletic club,
established a new world's record for
Murphy far Welsh.
n

the hammer throw yesterday with a
inches. Hannes
toss of 189 feet 6
Koehlmainen also set a new American record for three-milrun, covering the distance in 14:33
e

PAY BIG SUM

Detroit, Aug.

1.8.

FOR PITCHER.

President

Navin

Detroit baseball team anyesterday, the purchase of
Pitcher Comstock from the Minneapolis club of the American association.
He is said to have cost $10,000 in cash TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP

of

the

nounced

.599
.561
.554
.549 WHEN THE WEATHER IS TOO COLD
.451
WHY
NOT GET
FOR
TENNIS,
.443
.443
ANOTHER KIND OF EXERCISE?

Pet.

j

and two ball players.

GAMES ARE STARTED.
Newport, K. 1., Aug. 18. A regiment
of lawn tennis players entered me
Casino grounds today for the opening
matches in the 33rd national championship in singles. It is expected that
ten days will be required to uncover
the title holder for the year. The
championship doubles will be played
on Wednesday and the national
championships started the
same day.
The committee spent most of the
defaults..
down
forenoon marking
'Amongthose who did not appear was
William A. Lamer of Summit N. J.,
former national champion M. John-- I
ston and Clarence J. Griffin of San
Francisco both went into the second
round by default. R. Norris Williams
II of Philadelphia entered the same
round through the default of R. C.
Seaver of Boston. This brings Will- liams again Gustave F. Touchard of
New York tomorrow.
Three of the teams which brought
the Davis cup back from England,
Williams and Johnson, appeared at the Casino, but only
was called on to play dur- ing the forenoon.
It was an easy matter for him to
eliminate Amos Pinchot, of Washing-

.457
.436
.386

to Fitz, Corbett an d Jeff Heavyweight Crown Chasers
Look Awfully Poor to Those Wh o Believed the Old Timers.

No Fit Successor

'

2
0

Humphries and Archer; Alexander,
Brennan, Mayer, Imlay and Howley,
Killifer.

310

2

2
5 10
New York
Camnietz, Cooper and Gibson; Dem-areand McLean.
e

At New York (Second game)
1 10

1

2
5 12
New York
Robinson, Cooper, O'Tooie and Gibson; Tesreau and Wilson.
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Wil-lar-

d

y

.L,

sec-

4
9

1
0
Al-

Afc Brooklyn
(Second game)
0
2 6
St. Louis
fi 15
2
Brooklyn .
Harmon and Wingo; Rucker and
Miller.

American
At

League.

Chicago-Bos- ton

0

Chicago
Bedient,

Leonard
kussell and Schalk.

1

and

6
6

2
0

Carrigan;

!

At St. Louis-N- ew
0
4 10
York
ton in straight sets.
0
2 10
St. lxmis
One of the features of the morning
Mitchell and
Ford
and
Sweeney;
play was the default in the fifth set Alexander.
of Baron Kurt Von Lersner of the
German embassy, in a game with W.
American Association.
C. Wilson of Detroit. The score was
5 to 4 in a fifth set when the baron,
At Milwaukee
who had been playing under consider8
2
. ..3
able strain in the' severe heat, was Minneapolis
1
1 7
Milwaukee
to
withdraw.
compelled
Comstock and Owens; Cutting and
follows:
as
were
results
Today's
Hughes.
First Round.
defeated
G. C. Caner, Philadelphia,
At Louisville Columbus-LouisvillJoseph Dwight, Boston,
G. F. Touchard, New York, defeated game postponed; rain.
Walter Roberts. Hartford,
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
O. M. Bull. Jr.. Now York, defeated
American League.
Ezra Golf, Providence,
'
At Cleveland
Second Round.
6 11
0
W. P. Burden, New York, defeated Cleveland
2 8 0
Leonard Thomas, Englewood, N. J., Philadelphia .
Gregg and O'Neil; Bender, Wyckoff
A. S. Dabney, Boston, defeated P. and Schang.
A. Vaile, Washington,
'
R. W. Seabury,. Newport, defeated
At Chicago
,
4
3 8
William Dean, St. Paul,
New York
Wallace F. Johnson,
Philadelphia, Chicago .
2 10 2
defeated Shaw McKean. Philadelphia,
Keating and Sweeney; Benz and
Schalk.
by default
First Round.
George Burgess, New York, defeatAt St. Louis
ed J. W. Calvert, Philadelphia
1 10 S
Boston
.
3 8 0
Louis
St
BarE. C. Wilson, Detroit, defeateed
Hall, Anderson and Thomas, Cady;
on Von Lersne, Berlin,
Baumgardner and McAllesterv
default.
F. C. Inman, New York, defeated J.
gton
At
11-10-G. Thomas, New York,
1 E 2
J. R. Strachan, San Francisco, de7 7 0
.
Detroit
New
F.
York,
T.
feated
Frelinghuysen,
Engle, Hughes, Gallia and Henry,
61-- ,
Y:
e

6--

6--

6--

6--

6--

6--

6--

6--

6--

6--

6--

.:":'

6--

6--

6--

2--

6--

Detroit-Washin-

6--

.

g

j

6--

RIGHT TO LEFT GUNBOAT SMITH,' ARTHUR PELKY AND JESS WILLAiRD.
he has defeated. Smith has beaten all against his getting to.'the top.
By RINGSIDER,
Bombardier Wells from across the waPelkey, it might be said, is more or
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. IS. There ter, and also holds a decision over less of an unknown quality. Around
are just three "hopes" in the pugilistic Jess Willard. At the same time, Smith 29 years of age, he has, :. not done
world today who stand out as above is handicapped by his lack of size, enough in the ring to "demonstrate
with the other what is to be expected of him. Most
the other "hopes" and "hopeless" when be is compared
fellows, and that very handicap of his matches have been' short conbig
ones.
may keep him from achieving the tests, and the affair with McCarty ended so abmbtly that no ring critic
fame that he is after.
They are "Gunboat" Smith, Jess
and Arthur Pelky.
Willard is to be reckoned with ch'ef-l- can tell what is in the new man.
Truth to tell, the field doesn't look
because of his bulk. Outside of a
Sam Langford would he brought inmost encouraging in the world,
to the discussion had not Johnson preponderance of weight and size, Wil- the we
are almost as fir from having
He and
lard is rather a disappointment.
.looked
be
to
boxer
colored
the
caused
is slow to think, and naturally it fol- a worthy successor to Fitzsimmons,
upon with disapproval.
lows that he is slow to act when in Corbett or Jeffries as when we started.
He may possibly overcome Smith might do, but he is undersized.
"Gunboat" Smith, on his record, cer- the ring.
in the ring, but he is by Pelkey hasn't been sufficiently tested,
defects
to
title
these
the
much
as
right
has
tainly
as Pelkey, and probably more, because no means a young man, as boxers go and Willard appears to be a slow
J "
u
of his career in the ring and the men today, and the chances therefore are thinker.

At Boston (First game)
3
0
1
Cincinnati
1
4 .6
Boston
Ames and Clarke; Perdue and Rari-den- .
(Called end 6th inning, rain.)
At Boston Cincinnati-Bostoond game postponed, rain.

,.,..',

Oak-iey-

-

'.

j

horse-powe-

10 18
4
8

At Brooklyn (First game)
1
St. Louis
7
Brooklyn
Doak, Perritt and Hildebrand;
len and Miller.

Clovis, N. M., Aug. 18. Young
Sweeney, of Oklahoma, Saturday night
won on a foul from Kid Anaya, of
Trinidad, in the eighth round of a
bout. Sweeoey claimed a
foul in the first round, but It was not
allowed. He came back strong in the
second, shading Anaya, but the next
six rounds were Anaya's the end com
The Santa Fe club may build a ing suddenly in the eighth roun,
nil... .. thnf ita marYihora when Anaya was disqualified for fouland
old, may have some form ing and the decision was given to
young
Sweeney.
of exercise during the winter months.
This was ascertained following a
TOURNAMENT PROGRAM.
meeting of the board of governors
who took up the subject. That bowling would prove popular on winter
Tonight at the Montezuma the folevenings seems assured. The game of lowing program is scheduled in the
bowling was first played in London
billiard and pool tournament in proback as the twelfth century. It is gress there.
a development of lawn bowling which
At billards, Burke 150 vs. Wilson 30;
is carried to high perfection in this Wetzel 60 vs. Owen 60; Cole 90 vs.
city on the lawn of Dr. J. A. Rolls. Diaz 50.
The first record of a match game with
At pool, Hoover 60 vs. Lockwood 60,
America was in New York city in Chaves 55 vs. Baca 00; Ortiz 50 vs.
1840 and since that time the game Creegan 100.
has steadily grown in favor until now
it Is played in nearly every city in the THAW ESCAPES FROM
United States. Some of the local
INSANE ASYLUM.
clubmen think the game admirably
suited to a high altitude.
(Continued from page one).
A shower bath was also discussed
the athletes are in need of it. Lockers did not grasp the significance of his
are being installed today to care for
rising.
the personal belongings of the mem- early
Years of residence at the asylum
bers.
and repeated declarations by him that
Rules Adopted.
he would never attempt to obtain bis
At the meeting of the board, the freedom, except by legal means, had
rules regarding the admission of vis- established Thaw's status as a "trusty"
itors to the club, and the use of tennis There was little out of the ordinary in
court, were adopted. These rules have his appearance, even at so early an
already been published in the New hour, in the court yard, and if Bar-nuMexican.
saw him he raised no question.
The names of ten applicants for A big touring car, sixty
also Mack,
membership to the club were received followed by a limousine,
and all of the applicants were ad- loafed lazily along the road as the
milkman drew near the gate. Thaw,
mitted.
standing a few feet away, apparently
New Committees.
Barnum unThe athletic committee which will unconcerned, waited till
locked the gate and swung it wide to
with
the
on
athletes
the
tab
keep
enter. At the same
racket was elected as follows: John let the milkman
cars drew up on the
two
the
,
moment,
Edward
W. March, chairman;
of
the
side
road, opposite the
further
C.
and
Wilson
J. A. Rolls, Francis
and stood still, their engines
Harry D. Moulton. Mr. March's resig- gate,
nation frpm the social committee was. throbbing.
As Barnum stepped aside for tne.
accepted and Theodore N. Espe was
to drive inside the grounds,
milkman
Mr
succeed
him.:
to
.Espe
appointed
he heard the gravel crunch beneath
is well known at the club.
The first matter to engage the at- Thaw's feet and, looking up, saw the
tention of the new athletic committee mad man flash past him straight fora
With
will be the plan to build a bowling al- one of the waiting Cars.
in pursuit, but
ley. The committee will report to the shout, Barnum started
board of governors at an early date. a flying leap landed Thaw safely within the car. The wheels were slowly
A Music Committee?
turning before the keeper had fairly
By the way, what's the matter with reached
the roadway.
They were
the appointment of a music committee
a cloud of dust before he
to see that the next installment of throwing up
had gone twenty feet:.
Victor records will be tremendously
Uniformed police stood guard tothe,
to
also
pleasing and
regulate
at every entrance to the hotej
night
stock
time that the records now in
where
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw is staying.
are to be played?
Always fearful of her husband, sbs
Yin
towAf tn a ma rUart Hpprpt
BURKE NOW LEADS
on learning that he was at large.
Her mother was frightened even
IN TOURNAMENT
more than she, and urged Mrs. Thaw
to go into seclusion until Thaw is
On Saturday night E. C. Burke found.
handicapped at 150 playing Cronen-ner"Hary has threatened to kill me,"-Mrs80 made the high run and high
Thaw said, "and I believe my
average of the tournament, and it is presence in New York prompted him
doubtful if either will be equaled dur- to escape. Four years ago he told me,
ing the remainder of the tournament. '! suppose I'll have to kill you next.'
After 11 innings, during which he roll- Many men will have cause for fear
ed up a score of 30, while Cronenberg now that he is free. He considers Mr.
riade IS, Burke recovered his stroke Flint his worst enemy, and he will try
and getting the balls on the rail roll- to make trouble for him.
ed up point after point until he had
"The state of New York has a great
completed his entire string of 150, deal to answer for in this case. What
tiaking a high run of 114 without Harry Thaw has been allowed to do at
missing, and the final scoring result- Matteawan is an outrage to think of
ed in 150 for Burke to 18 for Cronen-- I
tribery connived at, his keeper bul-I.e- d
erg.
by the power of his money. And
he is allowed to escape. I supMANY AUTOS WILL
pose twenty or thirty thousand dollars
ENTER ENDURANCE RACE look pretty good to some people.
"One thing is certain: Hary won't
Albuquerque, N. M, Aug. 18.
With pennants of many cities and stay in hiding long. He'll be heard
states, and one from Mexico, flutter- ftom soon. A few drinks make him a
ing from his new Hupmobile, and filled raving madman, and when that hapto bursting with enthusiasm over the pens, he'll head
straight for New
big endurance run to be held between York. He's crazy to get here and he
El Paso and this city during the. state
won't be able to stay away. I have
fair, Mayor D. K. B. Sellers and MrS. made
up my mind, however, not to
Satto
Sellers returned
Albuquerque
worry, if anything is going to hapurday night.
I
I am awfully glad
The mayor had a great trip and he pen can't stop it
1
showed it. Since leaving Albuquerque my baby is in London, though, and
ten days ago, he traveled between think he will be safe there.
"It's pretty hard to tell what Harry
700 and 800 miles in his automobile,
for he has traversed many of the by will do now that he is free. Harry la
ways in hta effort to Tina me oesr craftv- I think he has it in mind to
run.
some
start
He
to
have the
road over which
legal action. He certainly
is bronzed by the sun and looks a. per- took into consideration conditions at
fect picture of ruddy health.
Albany and timed his flight. The
Two important points were devel- cixup between the governor and the
oped in an Interview with the mayor acting governor made the time Just
last night. The first is that the auto-ist- s right for his escape. There is an--;
of El Paso, Las Cruces, Deming other besides Mr. Flint who has caus
and Silver City have taken hold of the t j fear Harry. A lawyer named Dela
s
idea of the endurance run with the field told
Harry's mother that Harr-wagreatest enthusiasm, giving positive,
before he shot White.,
crazy
long
assurance that no less than one hunHarry never forgave him. He always
dred, and in all probability as many
to do something to him.
as two hundred cars, will be in the threatened
He's terriby revengeful. He had that
event. The second is that Mayor Selof his before he killed White.
lers has logged a road between this way
In
fact,"
Harry's trouble with White
247
of
Paso
miles, less than
city and El
over
another girl long before
started
five miles of which will require any
1
work at all, and that five miles being he met me."
to name the
MrB. Thaw refused
In such condition that very little work
other woman. Private detectives were
will put it in first class shape, ..
placed in the hotel to reinforce the
Work for the New Mexican. It li uniformed police outside, but police
forking for you, for Santa Fe and headquarters refused to detail central
effice detectives to guard her.
the new state.''as-fa-

j

A HOPELESS LOOKING BUNCH ARE THESE HOPES

AT CLOVIS.

1

.636
. 573
.521
.508
.483

National League.

Pittsburgh

BEATS

BOWLING ALLEY

Today's Games.

At New York (B'irst game)-

three-bagge-

.

Pet.

American Association.
Indianapolis at Toledo.
Minneapolis at Milwaukee.
Columbus at Louisville.

Pittsburgh

3

KID ANAYA

American League.
Boston at Chicago.
New York at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
Washington at Cleveland.

Philadelphia

12

3 2 4
Indianapolis
Hovlik and Hughes; Burk, Harring'
ton and Casoy, Livingstone.
At Toledo-,,- ,
,
,
3 7 3
Minneapolis
2
Toledo
, 6 11
Mogridge, GilliganFiene and Owens; GeOrge and Land.'

YOUNG" SWEENEY

National League,
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh at New York, two
games.
St. Louis at Brooklyn, two games.
Cincinnati at Boston, two games.

At Philadelphia
Chicago

0
Mit-

Association.

...9

1913.

Yesterday afternoon at the penitentiary the Salmon Grays defeated the
crack pen team by the close score of
with
6 to 5. The game was replete
brilliant plays which developed Into a
pitcher's battle between Hill, the star
pitcher of the pen team and our own
"Jim" Lopez. Lopez came out at the
long end; although the score was 5 to
4 in the first half of the last inning;
then in the Gray's half Dan Anderson
hammered out a long
with J.wp outs; he later scored with
Garcia who had also made a safe hit,
winning one of the most interesting
games ever played on the pen grounds.
Governor McDonald was a visitor at
the institution looking over the latest
improvements, and was an interested
spectator at the game; the governor is'
a real fan and enjoyed the game thor-- "
oughly.

3

g

n

18,

HOT BALL GAME
AT PENITENTIARY

CLUB MAY BUILD A

Where They Play Today

JOHNSON'S SPEED
!!126 FEET A SECOND

American League.
At Cleveland
Philadelphia
i
Cleveland
10
Bush, Wycokoff, and Schang;
chell and O'Neil.

AUGUST

i

AUGUST

MONDAY,

SANTA FE MW

1913.

18,

EASTERNERS ARE
UNITED

STATES

8

BANK

TRUST GO.

Does a General Banking Business.

CIRCLE DRIVE

JIIMIIIIiit)Mlllllltlllllllllllllll(llllllllll)ltIlllllllitlllllllllIlllltlllMk
!. & Your
Solicited 3ft

Patronage

President.

J.

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

JW.

B. LAMY,

t.

PERSONALS Ready Trimmed
HATS

X

X
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
tne Postal Tele- - X
Telephone
graph company if you do not get- X
your paper and one will be deX
livered to you at once.

sxxsx!

1 1 1

1

Hi

GO.

Special Prices This Week

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

ON TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES

j

1 1

1

GOODS

DRY

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

At Less Than Cost

George F. Albright, of Albuquerque,
is here on business.
125 Palace Ave
TO
KNOW WHAT
ICA
WISHES
Miguel A. Otero Jr., is back from a
to the east.
ROUTE TO TAKE SO AS TO REACH short visit
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Nichols of CarlsAND bad, are viBiting in the city.
HIGH
PALISADES
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
PASSES,
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Mills of Denver,
FORESTS.
Senate.
are at the De Vargas hotel.
Senator Tillman in speech, att rts
John G. Worth, formerly a resident
woman suffrage.
of Santa Fe, is here from Carlsbad.
ROAD COMMISSIONERS
Consideration of tariff bill, resum-- j
n
Duke
Y. D. Draper the well know
eu.
Senator Bristow opened debate
is at, the .Montezuma.
SHOULD GET BUSY City salesman,
( n sugar and offered substitute schedof
Amado Chaves,
Albuquerque, de.
was a pasesnger for Taos this morn-iig- .
Senator Dillingham introduced an
Arthur
former
of
The idea
Mayor
'amendment to tariff to divert income
of J.as Vegas, tax revenue to construct ion of good
II. A. Goldsmith,
Seligman to construct n "400 mile circle drive" embracing the four highest spent Sunday in the city and left Ihia roads.
passes in New Mexico, the Palisades morning for Anlonilo.
until
Lobby committee adjourned
and wonderful pine forests seen from
Governor .McDonald left, at noon to- Friday without hearing any witness ?s.
here to Taos is rapidly crystallizing.
Finance committee heard concluday for his Lincoln county ranch to
The Santa Fe Chamber of Com- te
until Thursday.
gone
arguments of California Wine Pro-- j
ding
from
a
letter
merce has just received
oncers
association,
Pa.
Los
back
from
is
Fred
Gregg
Amerithe Automobile Association of
House.
where he was
ca, asking how motorists should he clomas mineral springs
Not ill session; meets Tuesday.
routed so that they will see Taos. Mr. much benefited in health.
Lobby committee resumed with I.
this
Kx Governor L. Bradford Prince left
Seligman discussed the subject
!i. Mc.Micliiiel under examination.
a
on
business
Denver
for
last evening
afternoon saying:
"The association could not do better trip to be gone a few days.
ENGINEER SURVEY LINE
Trinidad C. de Baca, 'state game
than route its members to Raton, and
TO TAOS AND GALLUP.
via
a
to
motor
Taos
from
last
thence they may
warden, returned
night
come
can
Taos
len days' trip to, Union couniy.
they
Cimarron. From
Cimarron, N. M Aug. IS. A numdown to Santa Fe, taking the proSamuel Kldodt, of Chamita, former ber of
engineers of the Santa Ko
posed circle drive, and when they territorial treasurer, left for home this
vassed through here last Tuesday on
get ready to return home, they can go morning after spending several days
their way to I'te park where, it has
via l.as Vegas if traveling north or here.
given out, they will survey a line
via Albuquerque if southward bound.
aft- west to Taos and thence on 1o Galleft
this
J.
Mrs.
Giddings
Wight
to
desirable
"If we are
get these
a few weeks visit at the.
lup to the coast.
tourists and who spend more money ernoon for
at Romeo, Michito the
This is good information
than motorists?- -! think the road home of her parents
commissioners of Colfax, Taos and gan.
people of this part of Colfax and will
H. F. Stephens returned Saturday be
Rio Arriba counties should get. busy at
generally accepted with a welcome,
attendFe
once.
a., it is evidence that the Santa
Certain it is there is no bet- night from Denver where he
of the Knights
extension in
will build on a western
ter way to catch the automobile en- ed the :!2d conclave
Templar.
thusiasts than by good roads."
the near future.
A Great Trip.
Judge N. 11. l.aughlin and F. C. WilIt has also oeen given out that the
the
to
Taos
attend
son left for
today
Santa Fe is now working east of GalDiscussing the advantages of this
Mr. Seligman term of the district court which opens lup with a large crew of men who are
400 mile circle drive
,
said: "We could not offer the people ihere today.
building a grade and laying track.
Gillette and Charles P.. This, in connection with the building
Leslie
of the east or in fact the people or
interfor
the
special agents
of the Dodge City cutoff, makes it a
any part of the world a more beautiful trip than the one I have just taken ior department, left this morning for certainty that the new route is mors
This trip carries one over Chama and vicinity.
to Taos.
than mere rumor and that the comMrs. Owen, Mrs. Boyle and Mrs.
the four highest passes in this vast
actually is planning on making
pany
stale: Glorieta. Raton, Cimarron and Waiuscott came over from the Valley some immediate improvements.
to
spend the day.
finally the Taos pass, lingering in the Ranch yesterday
clouds 0,(i72 feet in altitude.
They registered at the Montezuma,
PERFECT HEALTH WOMAN'S
Clarence Pearce, of Seligman Bros,
"Think of going two miles up in
CROWN OF GLORY,
for
left
evening
as
Saturday
company,
the heavens, just twice as high
the
at
will
and
rusticate
the.
Sulphurs,
Denver and nearly 3,000 feet higher
Did you ever observe a w oman who
springs for the next two or three
than Santa Fe.
reached the age of sixty or even
has
weeks.
and
easterners
"I say again, that the
in perfect health and say to
B.
A.
of
Mrs.
seventy
and
Mr.
Spears
westerners will be vastly pleased with
Kansas, are guests at the yourself, "I hope i may grow old as
such a route. Apart from the passes,
of Mr. and Mrs. Adolf Fischer. gracefully as she does?" in order to
they will also see the palisades, from home
is a sister of Thomas P. i each a lovely old age women should
Mrs.
have
We
Spear
Moreno
to
Park
valley.
lite
Gable.
guard against woman's diseases, as
the
the
of
trap
heard much
palisades,
.1.
returned they are the greatest menace of joy
V. Beck, of El Rito,
rock cliff forming the west wall of the
Lydia K. Pinkham'S
Hudson river gorge from Tloboken to home today after several days here and gladness.
Piermout.
According to the encyclo- attending meetings of the hoard of Vegetable Compound is nature's own
for organic derangements,
remedy
pedias which print pictures of these regents of the
safe and certain. Nearly forty years
palisades, the cliff varies from 200 to Normal school.
Miss Lizzie Willie, of Albuquerque, ci' success is a grand and peerless
500 feet in total height.
"Men who have seen, the Hudson is visiting Mrs. Frank V. Clancy at record for any one medicine.
Wilriver palisades declare that they are her home on Palace avenue. Miss exnot to be compared in gradeur with lie's sister, Miss Bettie Willie, is
It will not pay you to waste youi
those on the circle drive, which tower pected here some time this week,
forms
time
writing out your leg-tSuperintendent of Public Instruc- when you get them already printed
as high as 800 feet. The wonderful
was
a
White
Alvan
N.
tion
passenger
been
have
to
seem
New Mexican Printing Com-- !
pine forests which
to be pres- at the
by man according to a definite plan lor Mountainair yesterday
oaay.
is
which
enrapture the motorist as he enters ent for today's program
Cimarron canyon."
designated as "Educational Day."
Work for the New Mexican. It Js
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Hall left
Mr. Seligman has received a number
for you, for Santa Fe and
working
of queries concerning the route since this morning for the camp of the the new state.
comRound Hill Placer Gold Mining
in the
his published interview
pany, where they will spend a couple
Ne
Subscribe for tne Santa
"several people have called on him of weeks, Mr. Hall being interested Mexican, the paper that toostB all
in
the company.
to get further details, assuring him
the time and works for tbe upbuild
R.
A.
AlcCord,
newly appointed
they wish to make the trip themselves.
ing of our new Stat.
Get a dozen motorists who have seen chief clerk of the laud office at Boise.
once
at
and
arrived
their
will
Thursday
tell
Idaho,
who
and
that country
sucfriepds about it and you will be un- took his desk. Norman L. King
able to keep people from making that ceeds Mr. McCord as chief clerk in
the Santa Fe office.
tour," declared Mr. Seligman.
Judge M. C. Mechem, who was extoday to hold court for
a pected K.here
C. Abbott, will not be able
Judge
to get here until the second week in
September, so he says in a letter to a
member of the local bar today.
Mrs. Charles C. Closson and daughter May Closson, Thomas Closson and
CO. Millet Clancy of this city: Mrs. TEA
KAUNE
H.
TEA
Freund, Miss Mae Maher and Miss
Julia Keleher of Albuquerque, came
weeks vacaWhere Quality Governs the Price back yesterday from four
tion spent at Cow Creek, where they
and Price the Quality
all had a most enjoyable time.
Mrs. W. H. Lloyd, wife of the well
received
We
known physician, leff yesterday for h
vsit'with relatives in the east. She
assortv as accompanied by her child and by
of
her brother, B. F. Butler, who has
been here for a week. Mr. Butler is a
NEW PACK TEAS
student at the New Mexico College ot
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Las
Cruces.
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,

IN

INTERESTED

PAGE FlVt

MEMIf

and See Is.

Call

We Will Save You Money.

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

j

i

FOR SALE

BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.

FOR SALE

RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms best
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.

FOR RENT

Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next

10

days

Completely furnished.
$60.00 per month.

Bungalow,

Eight-roo-

Best

of location.

Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave

O. C. WATSON & CO.
v

(C. A.

BISHOP, PROP.)

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

H

1 1 1 1

a

w

rwd

t

lite Denver c kio
ELEVENTH

4

T

T

ANNUAL

EXCURSION

JUAN

SAW

r

uranue k.k.

-

1.1.

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

FARE

to Salt
Lake City, Utah,
Aon' Eleventh
VO.aU Sa Jutr "Excursion VO.HU

Santa Fe,

N. JUL,

Date of Sale, August 16th. Return Limit,
September 5th, 1913.
WM. M. SCOTT, T.

IA

Spanish-America-

P A.,

San Fra?c1ct Street.

n

f

L. A. HUGHES,

C. L.

R.

POLLARD,

President.

J.

CRICHTON,

Managers Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUABTEBS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS

F(the

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

GENERAL TRANSFER

fj5"Yur
Phone

AND STORAGE

BUSINESS

Business Solicited.
;:

100 and 35 W.

vi

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

f

.

For quick results,
little "WANT."

8

S.

have just
a complete

SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology. Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.

fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
'purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost
etc.
For full Information, or catalogue, address
ADVANTAGES:

Requirements

THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

WITH HAYWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

Fria Street Bargain.
It's too late to get Agua
"
WE SOLD IT

PRONTO," BUT

HERE'S ANOTHER BARGAIN!
,

Adobe House of five or six rooms, no bath, on large lot
About a dozen bearing
fronting (ialisteo Street.

fruit trees, chicken yard, etc.
SNAP CASH PRICE FOR QUICK SALE!

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, 1'. M.

In

DIVORCE KILLS
HUSBAND AND

OUR ICE TEA BLEND

PRESENT WIFE

as low in prices
as tney win De mis

Are now

18.

Mrs.

Edna

Aug.
Codbee, divorced wife of Judge V. S.
Oodbee, shot and killed the judge and
his third wife today In the postoffice
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT here.
The third Mrs. Godbee was
Florence
Miss
Berger, of
formerly
Do not delay, as they will
Youngstown, Pa. She married Judge
soon be off the market.
Godbee about three months ago.
OF
Mrs. Godbee, who did the shooting,
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENTS
vaB the judge's second wife and had
divorced him several years ago.
STEAMBOAT
Today when she met Godbee and
SPRINGS
his wife she drew a revolver from her
tand bag, and without warning, kill- I
ed Godbee with three shots and the
CANTALOUPES third Mrs. Godbee with three more.
WATERMELONS,
She was arrested, charged with
NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
Millen, Ga.,

Season.

STRAWBERRIES.
PLUMS,

ETC., ETC.

H. S. KAUNE

ft

CO.

Where Prices ar Bst
For Saf Oualltv.

all the PopularBlends

MURDERED BY PERSONS
UNKNOWN, IS VERDICT.
Duluth, Min., Aug. 18. The coroner's
jury inquiring into the cause of the
death of John McAlpine, millionaire
lumberman, who was found dead in
the basement of his home Friday, today returned a verdict finding that Mcby persons un
Alpine was "murdered
'
known."

Is

particularly

pleas-

ing these warm
summer days

17:.

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," HAYWARD HAS IT.

::::

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? have a fine
e
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
1

high-grad-

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

THE
BARN
STAR PROPRIETOR.
W.A.WILLIAMS,
-

-

GENERAL LIVERY
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

Hack and Baggage Lines.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

SADDLE

310 San Francisco St.

Phone 139.

!
ash
For
uy

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay,a trialGrain
and

let us show you. Guaranteed
and Wholesome.
Clean
Pure,

Give us

THE

SNTA

FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.

iHENRY

KRICK&

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

V

ll THE AMERICAN

lit

rf'

TRADE

I

MARK

MARK-WATE-

REGISTERED

ment

NEW MEXICO

SCHOOL OF MINES

INSURE

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of
onlv realized the business-buildin- g
and
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
first-cla-

ss

And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
10Q9& efficient,
you would specify

TETLEY'S
'
FAMOUS

ORANGE-PEKO- E

AND

RUSSIAN

DE LUX

COUPON WMD
Water-Mark- )

(Pac-Simi-

Are also always to be
found in our
VERY

COMPLETE

STOCK

THE MODEBN GROCERY CO.

Phone 262.

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
cter
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara-

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today.
difference. Let us show you samples.

And see the

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENT.
uxi nn wvuwwwru uiruvmsuv tnrh

Santa Ft,

N.

K

SaKTA

PACE SIX

New Mexican

Santa Fe

I

THE
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IV.

1VX.
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mr yesr

Weekly,

f

il

rir,

tli

Daily,

SUBSCRIPTION RATI8
M
till,
K.H Bally, Hr MMt ay
.W Weeklf, tU mmHIn

best accommodations

I
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All of Today'o Novo Today

Booklet Free on Request

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

,11

'and n great newsforce him out of public life

r

, oPn

.

A ?S9?tim(mtEi?opp.i.io1.

to the lowering of the saloon license is very

-

"''Kg

this

"

faVr '

j

150,000.00
92,025.37
39,500.00
877,405.10

then let it lx gin

$1,158,930.47

As made to the Comptroller of the Currency
his call for a report for August 9, 1913.

'

Laws Not All.
One of the popular misconceptions
v jiich ought to be as obsolete as thff
belief in witches is that laws can make
Laws are
people good or prosperous.
passive things. Take a simple case.
The law states what murder cousists
cf and fixes the penalty for it, but the
law nevef did and never will strike'
aside the hand that aims a gun at a
fellow human being. Yet the vast
mass of citizens persist in regarding
laws in just thiB very light. Our legislatures and our parliaments go on
passing laws because the people blindly believe that these laws are going
to stop this or that. The absolute
when
limit of credulity is reached
laws are expected to make business
good. It is exactly on a par with expecting a good umpire to produce a
Kood game of ball. Silver City lnde- pendent.

j

Al AC If A f FTTFDfi
FOR NEW MEXICAN
;

tTL,l?Z

and that we of this section
stones and things you cannot always1 others, to
have been stealing the waseemed
tell, and the lady did not care to com- ter of the central
portion during the
mit, herself on the question.
few seasons, until now it began
past,
of
that
the
is
The fact
possesion
If we had it all.
fl ill Mil iiiiIk
is not the oleasure it was lo look as
It is forty years since Kansas has
once because one sees the near dia-- j
iiiond so often now, so well disguised known anylhing like the present con
ii , ,t it u rinii,.i,lt in tell the real from ditions and in the last forty years;
cool-the spurious, and one does not get the New Mexico has not known the
mi-- ;
tatisfaction that he used lo get in ness that we had last winter or the
the present seaso-il aving something rare and that is not certain rains of
We have always spoken of the raP'yi
the common thing.
,.,. c... ...ItH u nupfuit lrnnulprli'e
of
.
Still the same spirit exists that has, "
,
,
, wa
vri
til a a KAiniru, mui uron
"ui'im
11
o see it with very great
something rare or something that tha accuracy.
It
may be that after all,
other folks do not, or cannot have.
the cycle theory is the correct on"
Down along the Atlantic coast just
and that we go whirling on in this j
low where the summer people are limitable space, to meet in each cycle
having their gay times at the ocean the same conditions that we met be- resorts, one of the fashionable things fore and about which we have forgo.-- ;
E. O. Sawyer, Who Will Write
As
is to be robbed of ropes of pearls.
ten.
for The New Mexican From
or
ttieir
take
these things
beauty
do not know much about Alaska,
We
really
flight they always seem to Increase this little old world after all.
in value the morning after their de
i uey re taking a tnousana aouars
p day out of Discovery claim on
the
parture and we read with bulging
eyes of the fearful losses sustained AMONG THE EDITORS. ( hisana river over in the Shushanna,
vas the startling statement that was
umiiciuiu,
by nil' louiimw whom?
riches have so suddenly taken flight.
v.hispered around the street of McTwice As Often.
It is so with many of the things
There's a fool born every second Carthy in southern Alaska one after,
we once possessed and we heat and a know
noon late in July.
twice that often.
the wonder tales of things that peo- Kenna Record.
1
Next morning nearly a hundred
ple have done or the things they have
Poor Cap.
men, representing more than half the
lost with less of startled surprise than
A $."i() milliner's creation is a poor population of McCarthy started for the
once we did.
sort of can for a girl to set in an at-- Shushanna, Kill miles away.
They
A few years ago one of the big ad-- tempt to catch an economical bache- went, for the most part, on foot,
stunts of the famous actress i,,r yyillard Record.
ling packs on their hacks.
.as the loss of a string of pearls or of
Out Of Ths Gloom.
ln another week the news spread
a magnificent necklace of most beauis an important piece of news ,
AiaBki nml down the Pacific
jt
jtiful diamonds, but in these days we t; Alamogordo that the Business coast t0 tle xTnited States, ,and a great
read of this chestnut and It is to Men's club will come out of the goI(1 nigh Parted,
laugh.
tiance in which it has been for Beveral
A gol(1 rush,
stampeding through
The fake methods are more easily months past. Alamogordo is on the t, e lol.esli over mountain, through
will
which
develop v 1derueBS t0. pick up the little flecks
exposed than once they were. We are verge of a boom
getting down to the hard rock bottom i:ito a steady growth, and a healthy of go)u. Doesn't it bring to mind the
and have to lie shown. "It looks liks growth, and we need the services or men of '19, the romance of the daya
Alamogordo
a diamond" is about as far as we car"! this organization.
of our undeveloped west?
to go now a days,
Coming at this time, when the eyes
Not Sense Enough.
Chalk It Down.
cf the whole country are turned on
And now along conies two German
The soldier who was robbed of the Alaska because of the plans before
scientists and tell us that if we wait lbaji which lie was carrying from congress to develop the immense woto live to be 100 years old we should nacnttt to the soldier's camp, has nderlandto open the great coal fields
eat chalk.
confessed that he was not robbe3, but c. the north and build railways
the mountains to the fertile
I sometimes wonder where in the destroyed the mail himself, put two
old Harry we would land in this worlu' uullet holes Hirough his hat, and one valleys of the interior this gold rush
or the next if we followed out aft th-- j through his arm. He could hardly be impressed upon the editor of the New
advice that is handed out to us lu called a criminal as he has not sense Mexican that this was the time to get
these days by the alleged scientists, enough to be one. Lordsburg Liberal, from an experienced writer a report
for our readers of the activities there
Ancient Laws.'
and physicians regarding the faiths!
and to write for them valuable inforwe ought or ought not to eat. This j
while making excavations at
of thing has been going on for oic,nt Babylon recently laws said to be mation about this new empire which
ears and the things we are told tr 42fK year old were unearthed, read a is in part theirs.
We have been enabled to get letters
eat today are called deadly tomor- news item last week. That's nothing.
row. Why, when kinds we used some- Here in New Mexico we have some f'om E. O. Sawyer, Jr., one of the
times to nibble away on the pieces o' laws that seem more ancient than tha; leading newspaper men of the Pacific
chalk at school and we were told the!i;am others just placed on the statute coast. It. was Sawyer who, while edi- if we did not stop it we would
Oregon,
IjocUs that had their origin in about tor of the News in Portland,
worked out the plan for the govern
The teachers did not know that by let-- : tj,e yPar one. Moriarty Messenger.
ment mining of Alaska coal and its
Good Man.
ting us go on with our chalk diet tney
were paving our way to a life of ion
story is going the rounds of ui? distribution to the people of the UnitHe interested the goveryears in length, or maybe they did papers about the funeral of the editor ed Males.
know, and would not let us go on. ol a country paper about like this: nor of Oregon in the project and sent
thinking that we deserved to die "Ti,e editor had worked hard to build to congress a petition, signed by
residents of Oregon and Washingyoung and that they would be doing a p njs community and better the con-- i
rong to prolong the lives of such ditions of his home town. He died a ton, which is the basts for his bill
evil minded children as they had un- poor mat Ullt i,j8 funeral was attend-de- r now before congress.
He is a newspaper photographer of
their charge.
eij by a large crowd. In the proces- 2
I can hardly believe that though, as 8jon were
delinquent subscribers reputation, and in the past 10 years
to avenge and each of them pityingly remarked: about every big thing that has
they had ways enough
on us, and don't forget He wag a g00d man, but never could pened on the Pacific coast has found
that they made use of them, too. I do nmke any money. " Las Cruces Re-- him somewhere near, near enough to
wonder though, if a man whose sys- IlUblican.
get there and get the story.
The Shushanna gold strike hurried
tem was filled with chalk came before
Had Good Blood,
an insurance examiner what kind of
Everet Malcolm was out with a the project. Sawyer outfitted for the
a show he would have to pass.
Ijjoung lady the other night, showing trail and camp in Seattle and sailed
l ave an idea that he would be con-ip- r
the beauties of his new buggy, for Cordova, Alali a, last week. We
sidered a pretty poor risk in spite of Tne mosquitoes were bad, and one cf hope to get his first letter from the
the position of the Dutch scientists them settled on the young lady's arm territory in a couple of weeks.
There is something mysterious
ho say that the eating of chalk will when it drank its fill. During a mor:;ake a centenarian out of the eater.
ment when Everet's mind returned to r.bout the great territory of Alaska,
But they hand us so many queer things of earth he discovered the mos- for the men and women who go there
things now adays that we do not quito, and killed It. "That mosquito (hey never want to come hack. And
(

.

5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

they do return to the states the
Alaska fever hits them every summer,
and when they can they return for at
least a short trip. Sawyer will try to
solve this mystery.
On his return from the gold field,
Sawyer will visit the Bering and
Matanuska coal fields and go over a
part of the routes for the proposed
government railways in Alaska.
The first letter from Seattle will appear tomorrow.
If

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought!
AT ANY PRICE

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use Insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and

It will not pay you to waste yout
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at tbe New Mexican Printing com

5an.

ALWAYS SEE

Work for the New Mexican, it is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

FRANK M. JONES,'

r:r;r r

- tfti ,::;:;',"
well

--

"f- r

j

(FIRST t'LOOIi)

has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
who

--

beforehand.
he asking
of the saloons lie that they should
benefit
the
wherein
just
been made
consideration from the city has not yet
Ind unttl 1. Is made apparent, the opposition will continue to grow
it be understood

to ,let

which we
we anempi w

mate our city attractive and carry out those
... i
revenues, and tl
i..,.i

'ilM,W

nnrn

-

-

u
on

the pa of l e citj
caused by the philanthropic sentiment
h"y conclude to extend to the saloon
,
i
a poor time to undertake this class of
the application geueinl.
Poor business" is a poor plea unless we make

eln'i.

Vn

if

j

,!W

spirit of American life

Is leaching

a new conception

of what it is

.

.r

it s a
and by some careless folks already forgotten,
follow liini. '
do
works
his
how
see
to
lov' lo the discerning
A new barter was
election.
The other dav Cleveland had a charier
.. eL,

sca
dul-mg-

:

:

lKll"A

"Slushy

e

.

ssilit

.

lt

n

our murderers Hereafter might
streets of New York. It won d
mean sure death. The month of July registered 21! deaths In the thoroughfares there by the automobile roule.
A new and effective method of punishing
be to turn them loose in the main traveled
n

i

the man who becomes
Judging from the experience of Covernor Sulzer,
has a hard
of
home
In
the
Tammany,
York
New
of
city,
right
the mayor
him. with impeachment at the terminal.

.

4)

.

i

s

j

I
hey einbod his Ideas.
Tom Johnson.
t,,r are both enduring monuments to
he
began
They carry forward what
Here are the charter's salient features:
popular control of
Practically absCuto home rule: continuous
and
of the mayor and his suhorreferendum,
and
initiative
hir
of the
here
respcu,
mayor-s-offlo-tJ;,'sa
he
an
atid of countulinen by recall;
fixed for wrong or unfitness on the part of any city employe,
n
..ire,, petition an,, a short,
and a mav or.
of one ward one member purely legislative;
improved
v
, re y'eteVu
with power lo pick and discharge all employes;,
on of lepar n ou.h
ela
cc lnting. genuine civil service, business-likand with the cit
the public business always ipublic, franchises saieguarde,
outside evperts.
hv
, mm
t:,.,..,,,
,,,liM,r
empowered to puronam-scandal and fetters so
Thus the sixth city In the naliou puts aside the
a career of
on
forth
sets
and
co.nn.ou in our municipal government
which has alfcO written
human service free and strong and brave, in a state
for itself a modernized charter of freedom.
Not a bad aftermath of one man's striving.
d s three-cen- t
alone a million a year saved lo the people by Clevelai
fares.

-

Illinois went to sleep in a Chicago department
The wife of the governor
to
store and was robbed of $7K. Even when awake it is a difficult matter
hold onto your money in a Chicago department store.
of

n

a
Will the diaphanous skirt last? Thus asks a fashion paper. Well, it is
out. there is so
does
it
if
it
out,
go
when
know
will
one
goes
if
question any
little to it.

Those refusals to participate in the San Francisco exposition by the
nations are getting painfully monotonous.

Son

i

j

j

WOODY S STAGE LINE
Prom

of the Famous

BARRANCA TO TAOS

" BILLY " CATT0N,

Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

who will manage his billiard parlors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.

EVERYONE

wmmmmmmmmmBmmmmm

1
1
1
1

La Salle Hotel
CHARLEY fiANN,

ii

!f

i

tion,

Steam Heat,

RATES: 50c and 75c PER
S41 San Francisco Street.

Near
m m

$. W.

MB

INSURANCE

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec- - H
j

1 Electric Ligh ts and Baths,

i
i
i

NW

Prop'r

European Plan.

Ii

Leaves Barranca on the arrival
the north bound train and arrives si
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudi
station.

WELCOME!

iiini

I

protection

PARLORS,

at a Great Expense,
MARCUS CATT0N,

-

t

BILLIARD

Has Engaged

carry-vertisin-

j

The

MONTEZUMA

"

j

goodcompanies,g(Md

MR. HARVEY 0ATMAN,
Proprietor of the

j

-

.
tlH sliouhbTS of the balance oi our
wm
How does this Mew appear to the men wno

ANNOUNCEMENT

j

":.:"ri!"i::;r:s

United States Bank Building

Office

il--

::

under

The Montezuma Hotel

j

,lt

move.

an argument.
".poor business" Is a plea, not
movement
If the citv Is going into the philanthropic

,

-

tills courageous pulMie omciai uum m
who have made mismcinles of Kiving .he boys and girls
lakes a better and a lighting cnance.
who be eve
Hack of him slauds an army of friends in
He,, hiudsey!
this tight
Inn.
behind
willing to s.at.d substantially
,n h m and
and special privilege.
n'rced
bossism
make
to
against
he is being
o- In

j

AS

1

.

Capital Stock
Surplus and Profits.
Circulation .
Deposits

well Mail.

'

con-sist-

J,Ua

$1,158,930.47

he said,
know what in the world to do about may not have a pedigree,"
cur eating, and guess the most sat-- "but it is full of good blood."
After which charming tributi they
i; factory way is to go on eating what
tastes good and take chances on the drove on into the silent night.- - Max- -

luo years.
The Changing Seasons.
Mr. and Mrs. Spears, of Kansas, are
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Fischer, and they tell of the fearful
heat that has held the state of Kan-- .
kis in its grip during the last few
veeks, followed by the natural conThe
sequence, a blighting drought.
wells are drying up and the cattle are
without food so that already the farmers and stockmen are disposing of
their stock and we are facing a new
problem in the high cost of living, as
beef is likely to continue
skyward
"When I went In the house last curing the coming winter.
A lot of fun has been made of Kan-- i
night I fell against the piano!"
sas in the last few years, Indeed ever
"Did it hurt you?"
No!
fell on the soft pedal!"
since it became a state and yet it has
done much within the time It has been
settled to add to the wealth of this
THE BYSTANDER
country ahd the comfort of the people.
Just at the present time the sympathy
IT
SEES
ol the nation should go out to this
t triclsen
section as it will, for this
eation has never failed to respond
It.
Like
Looks
. ,1. .. ..mi,
F
Itu .iti'ona llilvp ' lue'l
The other night at the mind read-- ,
ovenvllelmpd wth dlHUBtel,
lug entertainment the protessor put.
Speaking of thts situation yeste;
his hand on a stickpin and asked the
did seem
Mrs. Spears said that
day.
was
it
said
was.
She
madame what it
were
e
and
seasons
condition,
a pin and when he asked what kind
d
"B1"
crone the reply was, "it looks like

The l'hllulHpliI:t North Ainerii.au, one of the bit? papers of the country,
tin? nation,,,
and aluavs lighting for better comiitioiiH and for the uplift of
to aid Hen Lindsey
has taken on one of the Lent fights of its fe In the effort
compelled to make at the preBent time against
In the struggle In is
the bosses and the representatives of special privilege.
aid the little fighting
The Xorlh American is soliciting subscriptions to
to know,
Judre in his present desperate battle, and it is an encouragement
as thev do from all
and
coming
are
call
to
many
hearty,
il.e
the
that
responses
parts of the coiililry.
has been for the betterment of
ludge lmdsays light from the beginning
not alone for the boys
humauiiv and he has certainly accomplished much,
toward a better conditton of our
tended
has
that
movement
buMn every
of politics.
'neonle and the purification
a juvenile court such as he
f he had done nothing more than to establish
to
him
for he set the pace, and
monument
a
builded that would have left
incorrigible boys who were brought
m ,1 hod of dealing with the
whole of the
has become the prevailing method throughout the
l"nhed Stales where any court cared for the future of our citizenship and
upward movement.
who wanled to help '
lie has fought constantly and
Hut Llmlsey has done more than that,
an uplift to the boys and girls
would
give
that
laws
those
o
al
ly
and give then, loftier ideals which
toward better thought
c
n IP
ideas
Me has succeeded in getting
,d lead to higher citizenship.
have been
seen
wherever
they
are
effects
the
enacted into laws and already

tin' "ir
his

.

1

A NOBLE FIGHT.

1o

665.919.42
88,727.75
70,000.00
45,000.00
289,283.30

LIABILITIES.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

DIDN'T HURT HIM.

PHONES:

'"And noTthey are trying

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
Bonds and Securities,
United States Bonds
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Cash on Hand and in Banks

and best location for fishing.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"

AUGUST 9, 1913.
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Eighty to 100 miles, 75 cents.
old tools stand the strain without hindering you? Better read the
r:!ks are back from "Vegas" and state
to
do
a
able
so,
knows
that
to
cents.
report
hundred
90
150
One
miles,
LARGE LOBBY
following suggestions carefully and come in:
mailed from Lincoln on the evening tbat the ball game played there yesOne hundred and fifty to 175 miles,
75c to $1.50
25 and 50c
Sickles
Scythes
of the tenth, and it won't go any terday was stopped in the fifth inning
AND
VERANDAS
Hoes
$1.60.
75c, 85c and $1.00
Spades
.....50, 65 and 75c
sooner mailed here on the eleventh, by rain, score 7 to 6 iu favor of the
to 200
65 and 75c
Rakes
One hundred and seventy-fivFe
Elks.
The
Meadow
Santa
office
of the
City
might not get into the
n iles, $1.10.
VmUMtUKIABLC PORCH
The best tools are no better than the poor ones when they are
Btate treasurer before the 12th, but boys say they had a good time, the
SWINGS and ROCKERS
dull. Our grindstones make the difference from $1.25 to $6.00.
Two hundred to 250 miles, $1.25.
you, a smart guy, Imagines that it Elks doing their best to make their
Don't forget the place:
Two hundred and fifty to 300 miles, should be in Santa Fe before the visit pleasant.
It Is said, however,
Service and Cuisine
$1.50.
tenth, when it is required to be mailed that the dance Saturday night was not
the Best in the City
Three hundred lo 350 miles, $1.75. "on or before the. tf nth."
,
attended.
Ample facilities for large
largely
and small banquet.
Three hundred and fifty to 400
As far as your taking this matter
McCord in Idaho Alan R. McCord
miles, $2.00.
that is formerly chief clerk in the United
up with the commissioners,
Four hundred to 460 miles, $2.25.
like the balance of your letter. Fly States surveyor general's office at
Over 4(i0 miles, $2.50.
iat it.
Santa Fe, N. M., has arrived in Boise
These rates are considerably lower
AMERICAN PLAN
Your correspondence in the future to take a similar position in the office
SPECIAL RATES
than basis used by interstate com- - will receive the same consideration of the Idaho surveyor general. Mr. McRoom With Bath, $3.00 Up.
s
BY
merce commission and with your
in the past, the proper place for it, Cord is one of the oldest men in point
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
tliority will put them in force for im- - the waste paper basket, unless it con- of service in his line of work in the
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Get them ready for fall use and then
you will not be disappointed.
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Boston and Table Ferns.
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Always Stop

Efficiently Prepared for
Can
the Farm
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Write
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at the Ancient City's Pride,

Work on
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The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.
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HOTEL DE VARGAS
THE WEEK
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Are you ambitious to own your own home?
Have you been waiting because you thought lots

were too high?

One MASTER opportunity is now offered you in the
Don Diego addition. These are the most desir- able lots on the South Side. Four blocks from

the Capitol.

boulevard. Alleys for every lot.
, ?.ixt;foot
Unsurpassed landscape views.
Six hundred feet of large water mains have recently
been completed.
Reached either from Cerrillos Street or Galisteo
and Buena Vista Avenue.
A SMALL
YOU

PAYMENT

DOWN AND $10 A MONTH WIU START

IN AS YOUR OWN LANDLORD.

SEE AT ONCE
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Safe StaftS SatV Momiflff at 10 O'cIOCk

It is not necessary to tell the WISE ones, that are
right now "harvesting," of the
blows that are being used to wake up some of
the real assets that we have here.
Such an opportunity as we offer you
will not
be had again. Prices we ask you will be five
times as high in the very near future.
Now is the PPornme time. If you ever have am- bition to be a KING and own your own home
we urge you to take advantage of this sale. We
JJiose contemplating to build to adopt the
New
Fe plan.
These lots are rolling and well drained.
sledge-hamm- er

to-d- ay

"re
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OFFICE OF O. C.WATSON & CO.
Telephone 189 J.
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